DIGITAL FRICTION AT TATE EXCHANGE

WITH DIGITAL MAKER COLLECTIVE
UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON

08 MARCH 2017
AT 12.00–17.00

SUBVERT AND CONFRONT
DIGITAL FRICTION CAUSED
BY TECHNOLOGY OVERLOAD,
THROUGH CREATIVITY,
EXPERIMENTS,
PERFORMANCES,
INTERVENTIONS,
AND CONVERSATION.

@TATEEXCHANGE
@CCWdigital
@UAL
#ARTSDMC
#TATEJAM
DIGITAL MAKER COLLECTIVE // TATE EXCHANGE

COLLECTIVE BASE CAMP
// 12:00–17:00

OPEN DIGITAL MAKER STUDIO
A space to develop agile and experimental projects led by members of the Collective & Guests. The camp will evolve and respond to themes, public interactions. Please pop-in for a chat:

// VR EXPLORERS // BIO FEEDBACK // DISCUSSIONS
// SENS.0 // SPACE INTIMACY // TALKS
// TRANSMUTATION // ROBOT HACKING // RAW DATA
// MONITOR // MACHINE-MIND // RAW DATA REPRESENTATION

GUEST COLLABORATIONS
IMAGINING TECHNOLOGY
Create new machines and examine works from Tate's collection.

UBERNISM
Open digital innovation through design and interaction.

VR SYMPOSIA: VIRTUAL BODIES
// 12:00 – 14:15

ROOM ONE, GUEST SECTOR DEMO
// 14:30 – 17:15

RE-NARRATING THE COLLECTION
Produce alternative Tate Modern gallery guides.

PAUL COLDWELL TALK ABOUT FREUD'S DESK 3D PRINTED PROJECT
// 13:00 – 16:00

ONLINE LISTENING PLATFORMS WITH ROUNDED RADIO

THE PEOPLE'S BUREAU
A space and network of exchange of skills and needs.

3D SCANNING AND 3D PRINTING EXPERIMENTS
Make your own 3D artwork.

DIGITAL MAKER LIVE APP
Search ‘Digital Maker Live’ in iTunes or Google Play.

THIS EVENT WILL BE LIVE STREAMED
By entering this, we will assume your consent to being filmed.

This event is programmed by Digital Maker Collective, a Tate Exchange Associate.

DIGITAL MAKER COLLECTIVE // TATE EXCHANGE

THE PEOPLE'S BUREAU
3D SCAN & 3D PRINT EXPERIMENTS
VIRTUAL MEETS REALITY

VR EXPLORERS
// SEN5.0
// TRANSMUTATION
// MONITOR
// BIO FEEDBACK
// SPACE INTIMACY
// ROBOT HACKING

IMAGINING TECHNOLOGY
// DISCUSSIONS
// TALKS
// RAW DATA
// RAW DATA REPRESENTATION

VR SYMPOSIA: VIRTUAL BODIES
// 13:00 – 16:00

ROOM ONE, GUEST SECTOR DEMO
// 14:30 – 17:15

RE-NARRATING THE COLLECTION
PAUL COLDWELL TALK ABOUT FREUD'S DESK 3D PRINTED PROJECT
// 13:00 – 16:00

ONLINE LISTENING PLATFORMS WITH ROUNDED RADIO

A space to develop agile and experimental projects led by members of the Collective & Guests. The camp will evolve and respond to themes, public interactions. Please pop-in for a chat:

// VR EXPLORERS // BIO FEEDBACK // DISCUSSIONS
// SENS.0 // SPACE INTIMACY // TALKS
// TRANSMUTATION // ROBOT HACKING // RAW DATA
// MONITOR // MACHINE-MIND // RAW DATA REPRESENTATION

GUEST COLLABORATIONS
IMAGINING TECHNOLOGY
Create new machines and examine works from Tate's collection.

UBERNISM
Open digital innovation through design and interaction.

VR SYMPOSIA: VIRTUAL BODIES
// 12:00 – 14:15

ROOM ONE, GUEST SECTOR DEMO
// 14:30 – 17:15

RE-NARRATING THE COLLECTION
Produce alternative Tate Modern gallery guides.

PAUL COLDWELL TALK ABOUT FREUD'S DESK 3D PRINTED PROJECT
// 13:00 – 16:00

ONLINE LISTENING PLATFORMS WITH ROUNDED RADIO

THE PEOPLE'S BUREAU
A space and network of exchange of skills and needs.

3D SCANNING AND 3D PRINTING EXPERIMENTS
Make your own 3D artwork.

DIGITAL MAKER LIVE APP
Search ‘Digital Maker Live’ in iTunes or Google Play.

THIS EVENT WILL BE LIVE STREAMED
By entering this, we will assume your consent to being filmed.

This event is programmed by Digital Maker Collective, a Tate Exchange Associate.
DIGITAL MAKER LIVE APP

Keep up-to-date with the Digital Maker Collective – Search ‘Digital Maker Live’ in iTunes or Google Play.

WWW.DIGITALMAKERCOLLECTIVE.ORG

THIS EVENT WILL BE LIVE STREAMED

By entering this we will assume your consent to being filmed.

ABOUT THE DIGITAL MAKER COLLECTIVE

The Digital Maker Collective are a group of artists, designers, staff and students from the University of the Arts London (UAL) who explore emerging digital technologies in arts, education, society and the creative industries. Event supported by Digital Learning, Teaching & Enhancement at Camberwell, Chelsea and Wimbledon Colleges of Arts, UAL.

@TATEEXCHANGE
@CCWDIGITAL
#ARTSDMC
#TATEJAM

This event is programmed by Digital Maker Collective, a Tate Exchange Associate.